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Abstract. We study two quantifications of being a homology sphere for hyper-
bolic 3-manifolds, one geometric and one topological: the spectral gap for the
Laplacian on coclosed 1-forms and the size of the first torsion homology group.
We first construct a sequence of closed hyperbolic integer homology spheres with
volume tending to infinity and a uniform coclosed 1-form spectral gap. This
answers a question asked by Lin–Lipnowski. We also find sequences of hyperbolic
rational homology spheres with the same properties that geometrically converge
to a tame limit manifold. Moreover, we show that any such sequence must have
unbounded torsion homology growth. Finally we show that a sequence of closed hy-
perbolic rational homology 3-spheres with uniformly bounded rank and a uniform
coclosed 1-form spectral gap must have torsion homology that grows exponentially
in volume.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we investigate some links between spectral and topological information
in sequences of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Understanding the spectrum of the Laplacian
and how it relates to the topology of a Riemannian manifold is a central problem in
geometry. We will study the spectrum of the Laplacian on differential forms for a
closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. By the Hodge theorem, the non-zero spectrum of the
Laplacian on 1-forms is divided into eigenvalues corresponding to coexact 1-forms
and eigenvalues that correspond to exact 1-forms, and the latter are exactly the
non-zero eigenvalues for the Laplacian on functions. By Poincaré duality (via the
Hodge star), the spectrum of the Laplacian on 2-forms is determined by the spectrum
of the Laplacian on 1-forms. We therefore restrict our attention in what follows to
the coexact part of the spectrum of the Laplacian on 1-forms.

Throughout this paper, we say that a non-negative, self-adjoint operator has a spectral
gap if its smallest eigenvalue is non-zero; the spectral gap for such an operator is its
smallest eigenvalue. In this convention, by the Hodge theorem, a closed 3-manifold
has a spectral gap on coclosed 1-forms if and only if it is a rational homology sphere
(the coclosed 1-form eigenvalues are just the coexact 1-form eigenvalues together
with zero with multiplicity dimH1(M,R)). We view the existence of a spectral gap
as a quantification of the topological property of having the same rational homology
as a sphere.

The size of the first non-zero eigenvalue of the Laplacian on coexact 1-forms is
related to questions about the growth of torsion homology in sequences of hyperbolic
3-manifolds, as well as to questions about the vanishing of gauge-theoretic invariants
associated to M . In the latter connection, Lin–Lipnowski established a new rela-
tionship between the existence of solutions to the Seiberg–Witten equations on a
hyperbolic 3-manifold and the geometry of that manifold [LL22]. In particular, they
showed that a hyperbolic rational homology 3-sphere with a large enough spectral gap
for the Laplacian acting on coexact 1-forms does not admit any irreducible solutions
to the Seiberg–Witten equations, and verified that there are many hyperbolic rational
homology spheres satisfying their condition. As a step towards constructing infinitely
many examples to which their theorem applies, Lin–Lipnowski asked whether there
exists an infinite sequence of closed hyperbolic rational homology 3-spheres with a
uniform spectral gap on coexact 1-forms. Our first theorem answers their question
in the affirmative.

The study of the spectrum on coclosed 1-forms is particularly rich in the case of
hyperbolic 3-manifolds. The following are some interesting sequences of hyperbolic
3-manifolds which do not have a uniform spectral gap on coclosed 1-forms. As
observed by Bergeron–Clozel [BC05], sequences of hyperbolic arithmetic congruence
3-manifolds can never have a uniform gap for their 1-form spectrum. Moreover,
there are examples of hyperbolic rational homology 3-spheres constructed by Rudd
[Rud23, Section 6] whose limit is not H3 but which still fail to have a uniform gap
on coclosed 1-forms; in fact, their spectral gap is exponentially small in their volume.
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Calegari–Dunfield [CD06] have constructed examples of hyperbolic rational homology
3-spheres with injectivity radius growing without bound, and which therefore (see
Section 2.6) cannot have a uniform spectral gap.

In the second part of the paper we study the connection between spectral information
attached to a sequence of hyperbolic 3-manifolds and torsion homology growth.
This is motivated by work of Bergeron–Şengün–Venkatesh [BŞV16] which studies
the delicate interplay between the complexity of homology classes of arithmetic
manifolds, the number of small eigenvalues of the Laplacian acting on 1-forms, and
the exponential growth of torsion homology in the volume in towers of coverings.
Their work indicates a possible relation between a tower of arithmetic congruence
hyperbolic 3-manifolds having a uniform spectral gap for the 1-form Laplacian (or
less restrictively, few small eigenvalues) and this tower exhibiting exponential growth
of torsion homology. B–Ş–V’s work is based on a conjecture about the topological
complexity of (surfaces representing homology classes in) arithmetic congruence
manifolds, and crucially relies on the Cheeger–Müller theorem by linking torsion
homology to regulators and analytic torsion.

One aim of our project is to understand in what way the behaviour predicted by
B–Ş–V is specific to arithmetic congruence hyperbolic manifolds. Without using
Cheeger–Müller’s theorem, we show that any sequence of pointed closed hyperbolic
rational homology 3-spheres with volumes tending to infinity, a uniform spectral gap
for coexact 1-forms, and whose fundamental groups can be generated by a uniformly
bounded number of elements must have torsion homology that grows exponentially
in volume.

We now give precise statements of our main results.

Theorem 1a. There exist infinitely many distinct hyperbolic integer homology 3-
spheres with a uniform spectral gap on coexact 1-forms.

A sequence of distinct hyperbolic manifolds with a uniform spectral gap necessarily
has unbounded volume, because a uniform spectral gap implies a uniform lower
bound on the injectivity radius (see Section 2.6). We modify the construction used
in Theorem 1a to provide examples of a sequence of rational homology 3-spheres
that occur in a tower of covering maps. More precisely, we have

Theorem 1b. There exists a tower of covers of a hyperbolic rational homology
3-sphere

· · · →M3 →M2 →M1 →M0

such that the Mi have a uniform bound on |H1(Mi)| and a uniform spectral gap on
coexact 1-forms.
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We give another modification of the construction in Theorem 1a to prove the following
theorem:

Theorem 1c. There exist infinitely many distinct closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds Mi

for which the first non-zero eigenvalue of both the Laplacian on functions and the
Laplacian on coexact 1-forms is uniformly bounded away from zero.

We point out that the Mi of Theorem 1c are not rational homology spheres, so 0 is a
1-form eigenvalue (with high multiplicity). Theorem 1c can be seen as an attempt to
produce high dimensional spectral expanders in the sense of [Lub17] in the hyperbolic
3-manifold setting (see Question 1). When the condition of hyperbolicity is relaxed,
forthcoming work of the last author [Zun24] shows that one can indeed construct
such 3-manifold expanders, which will consequently be rational homology spheres.

The sequence of integer homology spheres produced in the proof of Theorem 1a does
not have a tame limit. In the next theorem, we provide another construction that
has a tame limit:

Theorem 1d. There exists a sequence Mi of pointed hyperbolic rational homology
3-spheres geometrically converging to a tame, infinite volume manifold M with a
uniform spectral gap on coexact 1-forms.

The manifolds in the sequence are rational homology 3-spheres with a uniformly
bounded number of generators for their fundamental groups. The size of the torsion
homology groups H1(Mi;Z)tors is unbounded along this sequence. The next theorem
shows that this is always the case for sequences of hyperbolic 3-manifolds with tame
limits and a uniform spectral gap for coexact 1-forms.

Theorem 2. Suppose Mi is a sequence of closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds geometrically
converging to a tame manifold M with at least one end. If there is a uniform upper
bound on |H1(Mi;Z)|, then the spectral gap for coexact 1-forms goes to zero.

The estimates used to prove Theorem 2 are effective and can be adapted to prove
the following corollary.

Corollary 1. There are only finitely many closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds with spec-
tral gap for coexact 1-forms bounded below, |H1(M ;Z)| bounded above, and whose
fundamental groups can be generated by a given finite number of elements.

In fact, we are able to prove something stronger.

Corollary 2. Suppose Mi is a sequence of hyperbolic rational homology 3-spheres
with a uniform bound on the number of generators of their fundamental groups π1(Mi)
and a uniform coexact 1-form spectral gap. Then |H1(Mi;Z)tors| grows exponentially
in volume.
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Corollary 1 is an analogue of the result proved in [BS11] dealing with the spectral
gap for the standard Laplacian.

1.1. Relation to other work. The sequence of hyperbolic 3-manifolds in Theo-
rem 1d is obtained by gluing two homology handlebodies E± with incompressible
boundaries Σ by powers of a fixed pseudo-Anosov map φ. Similar constructions have
also been used in works of Brock–Dunfield and Rudd (see [BD17; Rud23]) with very
different conclusions. In [BD17, Section 7], this construction is used in the proof of
their Theorem 1.5 which shows the existence of rational homology spheres Mi with
a uniform injectivity radius lower bound so that the Thurston norm of generators of
H1(Mi;Z) grows exponentially in volume. In [Rud23, Section 6], it is shown that
there exists a sequence of rational homology spheres with coexact 1-form spectral
gap that is exponentially small in their volume! The difference in constructions lies
in the choice of pseudo-Anosov map: [Rud23] chooses the map so that the subspace
of H1(Σ;R) that is killed in the left handlebody intersects the expanding subspace of
the action of φ on H1(Σ;R). This condition is not generic and, indeed, in our case
we need this intersection to be empty in order to obtain a uniform spectral gap.

The Cheeger inequality bounds from below the first Laplace eigenvalue of a closed
Riemannian manifoldM in terms of the Cheeger constant, which informally speaking
measures how large a hypersurface that cuts M into two pieces of equal volume
must be. Yau [Yau82, Problem 79] asked whether it is possible to bound the bottom
eigenvalue of the spectrum of the Laplacian on differential forms, given bounds on
the geometry of M (for example, bounds on its curvature, diameter, or injectivity
radius.)

Recent work by Lipnowski–Stern [LS18] and Boulanger–Courtois [BC22] have given
very satisfactory general answers to this question for the coexact 1-form spectrum
in the case of respectively closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds and general Riemannian
manifolds. The analogue here of the Cheeger constant for the coexact 1-form spectrum
is the stable isoperimetric constant for 1-dimensional cycles, which measures the
asymptotic geometric cost of bounding multiples of null-homologous cycles. See
Section 2.3 for a more detailed description of their results and why, although quantities
similar to the stable isoperimetric constant are also important in this paper, we
cannot directly apply their work here.

1.2. Bass note spectra. It is natural to reformulate our results in terms of various
bass note spectra of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. For a family F of Hilbert spaces Hi

with a choice of nonnegative self-adjoint operator ∆i : Hi → Hi, we define the bass
note spectrum of F to be

BassF := {smallest eigenvalue of ∆i : (Hi,∆i) ∈ F}.

The bass note spectrum has been studied in the case of function spectra (usually
restricting to mean zero functions), e.g.

F = {(L2(Mi)
mean-zero,∆) :Mi a hyperbolic/arithmetic/congruence surface},
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see [KMP24], [Mag24]; in the case of 3-regular graphs, see [KS21], [AW23]. The
lectures of Sarnak [Sar23] give a nice overview of the concept and various results
associated to bass note spectra. The major open Selberg 1/4 conjecture can be
strengthened using this language as

Conjecture 1 (Sarnak’s Selberg+epsilon Conjecture). The bass note spectrum of
the Laplacian on congruence surfaces is an infinite set of numbers ≥ 1/4 whose only
limit point is 1/4.

We say a bass note spectrum is rigid if it has at most one limit point (usually this
limit point is 0). Otherwise, it is non-rigid.

0

0 1/
√
51/3µ0

Figure 1. These sketches illustrate the rigidity/non-rigidity be-
haviour of bass-note spectra. Top: A rigid spectrum which is infinite
and discrete with the unique accumulation point 0. Bottom: A
non-rigid spectrum; here showing the Markoff spectrum (see [Ser85]
and Chapter 7 of [CF89] for nice expositions) having a continuous
(“flexible”) bottom part, a discrete (“rigid”) top part, and a fractal
transition part.

Our main theorems can now be stated in terms of the bass note spectra BassF(M),
where

F(M) = {(L2(M,T ∗M)coexact,∆1) :M ∈ M},
M is a family of hyperbolic 3-manifolds, and ∆1 is the 1-form Laplacian. We consider
the following cases:

(1) M1 consists of hyperbolic manifolds which are integer homology 3-spheres.

(2) M2 consists of hyperbolic 3-manifolds with homology groups of cardinality
at most N .

(3) M3 consists of hyperbolic rational homology 3-spheres with fundamental
group having at most L generators.

Then, as a consequence of our theorems, we have

Theorem 3. BassF(M1) is non-rigid, and for any L,N large, BassF(M2) and
BassF(M3) are non-rigid. On the other hand, BassF(M2∩M3) is rigid.
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1.3. Organization. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide
heuristics for our constructions, describe the relation of our paper to work by
Lott [Lot97], and explain some of the elementary linear algebra that underlies our
proofs. In Section 3, we explain some structural results on hyperbolic 3-manifolds
that will be important for our constructions, in particular the work by Brock–Minsky–
Namazi–Souto [Bro+16] on effective geometrization. Their work provides strong
control on the coarse geometry of hyperbolic manifolds constructed from a finite
set of building blocks. In Section 4, we describe the construction of the manifolds
that demonstrate Theorem 1a and conclude with a sketch providing intuition for
the proofs of Theorems 1a and 1d. In Section 5, we describe how the construction
described in the previous section can be modified to give sequences that demonstrate
Theorems 1b and 1c. In Section 6, we prove a couple of technical propositions that
construct primitives for exact forms with an L2 bound. In Sections 7, 8, and 9, we
prove Theorems 1a, 1d, and 2 respectively. In the final Section 10, we state some
open questions.

Acknowledgements. We wish to thank Peter Sarnak for his enthusiasm and for
many insightful questions and discussions out of which this project evolved. We are
also grateful for interest in this paper and feedback from many others, including I.
Biringer, N. Dunfield, M. Fraczyk, N. Kravitz, F. Lin, M. Lipnowski, J. Lott, W.
Lück, J. Raimbault, C. Rudd, J. Souto, and M. Stern.

2. Heuristics

2.1. Hodge decomposition. On a Riemannian 3-manifold, the Hodge theorem
gives the splitting of the de Rham complex shown below. Here Xi is the space of
coexact i-forms, Zi is the space of exact i-forms, and Hi is the space of harmonic
i-forms.

X0 X1 X2 0

H0 H1 H2 H3

0 Z1 Z2 Z3

⊕
d0

⊕
d1

⊕
d2

⊕

⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕
d∗0 d∗1 d∗2

(1)

The nonzero spectrum of the Laplacian is divided into eigenvalues corresponding to
the singular values of d0, d1, and d2. By Poincaré duality, the singular values of d0
coincide with the singular values of d2. These are the square roots of the eigenvalues
of the usual Laplacian on functions. The remaining spectrum is determined by the
singular values of d1, i.e., the square roots of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian acting
on coexact 1-forms. The spectrum for coclosed 1-forms is the same as the spectrum
for coexact 1-forms except for the addition of zero with multiplicity dim(H1).

2.2. Constructions. We present two main examples of sequences of manifolds
having a spectral gap for coexact 1-forms. The first is composed of a sequence of
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blocks Bi glued together end to end. See panel 1 of Fig. 2. The building block Bi is
chosen so that the map H1(Bi,R) → H1(Bi−1 ∪Bi ∪Bi+1,R) is the zero map.

Our second construction is given by gluing two homology handlebodies E− and E+

by a large power of a mapping class. We choose the gluing so the resulting manifold
is a rational homology sphere. A schematic picture of the resulting manifold is
shown in panel 1 of Fig. 3. There is a long region in the middle homeomorphic to
Σ× [−n, n].

2.3. Stable isoperimetric ratio. We define the stable isoperimetric ratio of a
Riemannian 3-manifold M as

sup
γ

inf
∂Σ=γn

Area(Σ)

n length(γ)
.

In this formula, γ runs over all rationally null-homologous closed curves in M , and
Σ runs over all oriented surfaces which span some multiple cover of γ. Note that
some authors refer to the reciprocal of this quantity as the isoperimetric ratio. The
Cheeger-type theorems of Boulanger–Courtois and Lipnowski–Stern show that a
gap in the spectrum for coexact 1-forms is related to an upper bound on the stable
isoperimetric ratio. Before showing that our manifolds have a uniform spectral
gap, let us explain why they have small stable isoperimetric ratios. Note that the
constants in the comparison inequalities of Boulanger–Courtois and Lipnowski–Stern
get worse as the volume or diameter of the manifold increases, so one cannot directly
use their results to show that a growing sequence of manifolds has a uniform spectral
gap.

Let M be the first example we described, a manifold built out of a sequence of blocks
Bi. Suppose γ is a curve in M as shown in the first panel of Fig. 2. First, cut up γ
into several smaller closed curves, each of which is contained in one of the blocks Bi.
With our choice of Bi, any closed curve in Bi is null-homologous in Bi−1 ∪Bi ∪Bi+1.
So we may find a surface spanning each of the remaining curves. These surfaces each
have controlled area because they live in a region spanning at most three blocks.

Now let M be the second example we described, sketched in Fig. 3. As in the
previous example, we can cut up any closed curve α into smaller pieces, each of
which is contained in Σ× [i− 1, i+ 1] for some i. Since α is null-homologous, it can
be written as a rational linear combination of two 1-cycles α− and α+ such that α+

is null-homologous in E+ and α− is null-homologous in E−. It appears as though a
surface spanning α− will have to have large area since it must reach all the way into
E−. However, for a generic mapping class, the length of the shortest representative
of the rational homology class of α− will shrink exponentially fast as we push it
towards E−. So we can construct a rational 2-chain of small area spanning α− by
a “push and simplify” procedure. Push α− one block to the left, simplify α− to the
shortest representative in its homology class in Σ× (i, i+ 1), and repeat. Once α−

arrives at E−, cap it off. By the exponential decay property, this procedure sweeps
out a rational 2-chain spanning α− whose area is proportional to length(α−). The
same holds for α+.
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B0 B1 Bn−1 Bn

Figure 2

E−

α− α+

Σ× [−n, n] E+

α

Figure 3

The proof that our manifolds have spectral gap will mimic the arguments just given,
but γ will be replaced by an exact 2-form.

2.4. Some linear algebra. Our analysis of the stable isoperimetric inequality
above is predicated on exponential decay of certain homology classes in H1(Σ,R).
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When can we guarantee that the lengths of the homology classes α+ and α− decay
exponentially quickly as we push them towards E− and E+?

Let φ2N be the mapping class used to glue E− and E+. Let A be the action of φ on
H1(Σ,R). Assume that A is a hyperbolic matrix, meaning that it has a g-dimensional
contracting subspace spanned by g eigenvectors with eigenvalues of norm less than 1,
and a complementary g-dimensional expanding subspace spanned by g eigenvectors
with eigenvalues of norm greater than one. Suppose Λ+ and Λ− are two rank g
sublattices of Z2g corresponding to the subspaces of H1(Σ,Z) which are killed in E+

and E− respectively. We can arrange that α+ ∈ Λ+ ⊗ R and α− ∈ Λ− ⊗ R.

The condition of exponential decay is precisely that Λ+ has zero intersection with
the contracting subspace of A, and Λ− has zero intersection with the expanding
subspace of A. The following lemma explains the connection between this condition
and the size of the torsion homology of M . It is the basic piece of linear algebra
underlying the proof of Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.

Lemma 1. Let A ∈ GL2g(Z) be a hyperbolic matrix. Let Λ± ⊆ Z2g be rank g
sublattices such that Λ+ (resp. Λ−) has zero intersection with the contracting (resp.
expanding) subspace. Denote Λ±

N = A±NΛ±. Then

#
( Z2g

Λ+
N + Λ−

N

)
grows exponentially with N .

Proof. Let v ∈ Λ+
N + Λ−

N be nonzero. It suffices to show that |v| is exponentially

large. Write v = v+N + v−N with v±N ∈ Λ±
N . Denote V ±

N = Λ±
N ⊗R. Then V +

N converges

to the expanding subspace, and V −
N converges to the contracting subspace, so V +

N

and V −
N are transverse uniformly in N . Therefore |v| ≳ |v±N |.

One of v±N is nonzero, say v+N . Write v+N = ANu+ with u+ ∈ Λ+ (note u+ depends
on N). Since u+ is integral, it has norm ≥ 1. In addition, u+ is transverse to the
contracting subspace uniformly in N . It follows that |ANu+| grows exponentially in
N . Now

|v| ≳ |v+N | = |ANu+|.

We conclude that |v| is exponentially large, as desired. □

2.5. Random methods. In the setting of surfaces or graphs, a spectral gap for
functions is a generic property. By this we mean that for many random models, a
random graph or surface is an expander with high probability. We don’t know a
model for random 3-manifolds which produces manifolds having a uniform spectral
gap for coexact 1-forms.

The Dunfield–Thurston model produces a Heegaard splitting by gluing together two
handlebodies by a random word in the mapping class group of a surface [DT06]. A
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random word of length N has subsequences of length ∼ log(N) which act trivially
on homology, and the techniques of Theorem 6 show that the resulting hyperbolic
3-manifold has spectral gap for coexact 1-forms going to zero.

Petri and Raimbault suggested another model of random hyperbolic 3-manifolds:
they randomly glue together N truncated tetrahedra, and then double the resulting
manifold with boundary [PR22]. While these manifolds likely have spectral gap for
functions, they fail to have uniform spectral gap for coexact 1-forms because their
injectivity radii tend to zero. Moreover, these manifolds are never rational homology
spheres.

The failure of random methods to produce examples of higher expanders is well known
in the context of simplicial complexes. See Section 4 of [Lub17] for an overview.

2.6. Injectivity radius. An obstruction to obtaining a uniform spectral gap for
coexact 1-forms is that the manifolds Mi we construct must have uniform 2-sided
bounds on the injectivity radius at any point. Indeed, if the injectivity radius goes
to infinity or to zero along a sequence of points pi ∈Mi, then as discussed in [LL22,
Proposition 5.1], one may construct explicit coexact 1-forms on Mi with Rayleigh
quotient tending to zero. Thus any such sequence, e.g. congruence towers or more
generally sequences which Benjamini–Schramm converge to H3, are doomed to fail.
This obstruction is not present in the case of the function spectrum of hyperbolic
surfaces or graphs where the random objects do indeed Benjamini–Schramm converge
to their corresponding symmetric space.

2.7. Relation to [Lot97]. We expect that one could prove Theorem 1d using Lott’s
computation of the L2 cohomology of tame hyperbolic 3-manifolds with degenerate
ends. Suppose a sequence of pointed homology 3-spheres (Mk, pk) converges to an
infinite volume limit (M,p) with a single degenerate end Σ× [0,∞). If the reduced

L2-cohomology of M is non-trivial (that is, H
1
(2)(M) := Ker(d)/Im(d) ≠ {0}), then,

by a cut-off procedure, we should see that the coexact 1-form spectral gap of the Mk

must tend to 0. Contrapositively, if the ends of a “cigar” construction had vanishing
L2-cohomology and looked like Lott’s doubly-degenerate example in the ‘middle’
(see Section 4 of [Lot97]), then the Mk would have a uniform coexact 1-form gap.

To compute the reduced L2-cohomology in our case, we use the exact sequence in
Proposition 21 of [Lot97]:

0 → Im(H1(K, ∂K;R) → H1(K;R)) → H
1
(2)(M) → L1 ∩ L2 → 0

where L1 and L2 are two Lagrangian subspaces of H1(Σ;R) defined as

L1 := Im(H1(K;R) → H1(Σ;R)) ,

L2 := {h ∈ H1(Σ;R) :
∫ ∞

0
⟨h, h⟩t dt <∞},

where the bilinear form is as in equation (6.6) of [Lot97]. This definition of L2 follows
from the remark just before Proposition 16 in [Lot97].
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In our case, K is an end cap of the homology spheres and ∂K = Σ, and so we have

Im(H1(K, ∂K;R) → H1(K;R)) = {0}. Thus we get that H
1
(2)(M) ≃ L1 ∩L2. From

the definition of L2 and equation (7.3) of [Lot97], L2 is the contracting subspace
for the action of φ∗ on H1(Σ;R) in the case of a mapping cylinder. We note that
L1∩L2 = ∅ is one of the conditions we need (condition (v) of Section 8) on a sequence
of manifolds for it to have a uniform gap.

3. Preliminaries on hyperbolic 3-manifolds

3.1. Kleinian Groups. A Kleinian group Γ is a discrete subgroup of PSL2(C), the
group of orientation preserving isometries of H3. Any complete hyperbolic 3-manifold
M can be written as H3/Γ for some Kleinian group Γ. The Kleinian group Γ can be
viewed as the image of a discrete and faithful representation from π1(M) to PSL2(C).

The sequence Γi converges geometrically to Γ if there are choices of basepoints pi
for H3/Γi and p for H3/Γ, and a sequence of balls Bi ⊂ H3 that exhausts H3, such
that the center of Bi projects to the basepoint pi, and each Bi/Γi can be mapped
ki-quasi-isometrically onto a subspace of H3/Γ by differentiable maps Fi, with ki → 1
as i → ∞ and Fi(pi) = p for all i. We point out that geometric convergence of Γi

implies pointed Gromov–Hausdorff convergence of Γi\H for some choice of basepoints
(see [BS11, Section 3].) In what follows the sequences of hyperbolic 3-manifolds
that we consider will have a uniform lower bound for their injectivity radii, and the
following proposition will be useful.

Proposition 1 ([BS11, Corollary 3.3]). Fix ϵ > 0. Then every sequence of closed,
pointed hyperbolic 3-manifolds (M,p) with injectivity radius at p greater than ϵ has
a subsequence that converges geometrically.

A 3-manifold is tame if it is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact 3-manifold
(possibly with boundary.) The rank of a manifold is the minimal number of generators
for its fundamental group. Agol and Calegari–Gabai proved Marden’s conjecture
that a hyperbolic 3-manifold with bounded rank is tame [Ago04], [CG06]. Although
we will not directly use this fact, we comment that a geometric limit of a sequence
of pointed hyperbolic 3-manifolds with a lower bound for their injectivity radius and
uniformly bounded rank is tame. This can be shown using Proposition 1 and [BS23,
Theorem 14.4].

3.2. Gluing theorems for hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Effective control on the
geometry of hyperbolic 3-manifolds built out of finitely many pieces glued together
will be important in what follows. This is provided by work by Brock–Minsky–
Namazi–Souto [Bro+16], which we summarize now.

Let Σ be a compact surface, possibly with boundary. The curve graph of Σ is a graph
whose vertices are non-peripheral and homotopically non-trivial isotopy classes of
essential loops in Σ, and whose edges join pairs of isotopy classes that have disjoint
representatives. The curve graph of Σ is connected, and the distance between two
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vertices in the curve graph is simply the smallest number of edges on a path joining
them.

A marking µ on a surface Σ is a set of isotopy classes of essential simple loops on Σ,
along with a choice of at most one transversal for each element of µ which is disjoint
from any other element in µ. A transversal for a loop α ∈ µ is an essential simple
loop β which either intersects α once, or twice and the regular neighborhood of α∪β
is homeomorphic to a 4-holed sphere. A complete marking is one that is maximal, in
the sense that the curves in the marking give a pants decomposition of Σ, and there
is a transveral for every element of the marking.

A decorated 3-manifold is a compact oriented 3-manifold M whose boundary compo-
nents each have genus at least 2 and are equipped with a complete marking. For a
finite collection M of decorated 3-manifolds, an M-gluing is a 3-manifold X obtained
by gluing boundary components of copies of elements of M. Each boundary pairing
of marked boundary components (Σ1, µ1) and (Σ2, µ2) is specified by an orientation
reversing homeomorphism between Σ1 and Σ2.

Given a boundary pairing Φ : Σ1 → Σ2, we define the marking Φ∗(µ1) to be
the marking on Σ2 consisting of the images of the loops in µ1 under Φ. The
height of Φ is defined to be the least distance between a curve in Φ∗(µ1) and a
curve in µ2, where distance is measured in the curve graph of Σ2. Brock–Minsky–
Namazi–Souto also introduce a condition called R-bounded-combinatorics, which is a
restriction on the complexity of the gluing maps [Bro+16, Section 2.3]. The bounded
combinatorics condition has two parts, one designed to guarantee that the closed
geodesics corresponding to the gluing mapping classes stay in the thick part of moduli
space, and another designed to ensure that boundaries of compressing disks are not
too close to the stable foliations of the gluing maps. Since the decorated manifolds
we glue together will have incompressible boundary, only the former condition will
matter for us.

For each M-gluing X with R-bounded combinatorics, there is a model metric, de-
noted by MX . This metric is built from a fixed metric on each element of M
together with metrics on the product regions interpolating between paired bound-
ary components. The metric on each manifold in M is chosen once and for all
so that the induced metric on each of its boundary components is a hyperbolic
metric. Besides that, there are no conditions it needs to satisfy. For a boundary
pairing Φ : Σ1 → Σ2, let g1 and g2 be the model metrics on Σ1 and Σ2 respectively.
Let γ : [0, L] → Teich(Σ1) be the unit speed parameterization of the geodesic in
Teichmüller space in the Teichmüller metric between g1 and Φ∗(g2). Let gΦ be the
metric on Σ× [0, L] defined by the formula

gΦ(x, t) = dt2 + γ(t)(x).

The model metric on X is obtained by gluing the surface Σ× 0 ⊂ Σ× [0, L] to Σ1

via the identity map and Σ× L to Σ2 by Φ. By construction, both of these gluings
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are isometries. Finally, we smooth the corners and call the resulting metric on MX

the model metric.

The main theorem of [Bro+16] is the following:

Theorem 4 ([Bro+16, Theorem 8.1]). Let M be a finite collection of decorated
irreducible, atoroidal 3-manifolds M whose fundamental groups are nonabelian, and
fix R > 0. Then there exist D and K such that, for any M-gluing X with R-bounded
combinatorics and all heights greater than D, X admits a unique hyperbolic metric σ.
Moreover, there exists a K-bilipschitz diffeomorphism from the model MX to (X,σ)
in the correct isotopy class, whose image is the complement of the rank 2 cusps in X.

The manifolds we construct in this paper will not have cusps, so the image of the
K-bilipschitz diffeomorphism given by the previous theorem will be all of X. The
notion of R-bounded combinatorics simplifies greatly in the case of incompressible
boundary components:

Proposition 2. Suppose that all of the manifolds in M have incompressible boundary
and none are I-bundles over a surface. Suppose Φ : Σ1 → Σ2 is a pairing between
boundary components of two of the decorated manifolds in M. Let φ : Σ1 → Σ1

be a mapping class. Then the sequence of boundary pairings Φ ◦ φi has R-bounded
combinatorics for some uniform R > 0 independent of i. If φ is pseudo-Anosov, then
the heights of Φ ◦ φi go to infinity as i→ ∞.

Proof. The closed Teichmuller geodesic corresponding to the mapping class φi is
contained in the ϵ-thick part of moduli space for some ϵ independent of i. It follows
that the first condition of R-bounded combinatorics holds for some R independent
of i. Since we are gluing along incompressible surfaces, the second condition of
R-bounded combinatorics relating to compressing disks is trivially satisfied. That
heights tend to infinity is a consequence of the fact that the pseudo-Anosov map φ
acts as a hyperbolic isometry on the curve graph, which is δ-hyperbolic (see [Mah10,
Sections 2.1, 2.3].) □

In this paper, we will often choose φ to be a pseudo-Anosov mapping class acting
trivially on homology. Then by taking i large, we will choose the gluing heights as
large as necessary for Theorem 4 above to apply.

4. Construction

4.1. Constructing hyperbolic homology sums of handlebodies. Say that a
compact orientable 3-manifold B is a hyperbolic homology sum of n handlebodies, or
an HHH, if

(1) B is irreducible, atoroidal, and has incompressible boundary. We do however
allow essential annuli. That is to say, we do not require B to be acylindrical.

(2) ∂B ∼= Σ1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Σn where each Σi is a surface of fixed genus g ≥ 2.
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(3) B is integer homology equivalent to the connect sum of n handlebodies. In
particular, H1(B,Z) ∼=

⊕
i Li, where Li is a half dimensional subspace of

H1(Σi,Z).

We refer the reader to [Bon02] for facts about JSJ decompositions, geometrization
theorems, and relations between them that we will freely use in what follows. The
goal of this section is to construct such a manifold for any g ≥ 2, n ≥ 1. Here
is our strategy. Start with the connect sum of n genus g handlebodies. Choose a
complicated null-homologous hyperbolic knot and do a long Dehn surgery along this
knot. A well chosen Dehn surgery doesn’t change the integer homology, but it makes
the 3-manifold hyperbolic.

Let us now construct an explicit example. First note that the connected sum of n
handlebodies is homeomorphic to the manifold obtained by removing n standard solid
handlebodies from S3. Let K be a hyperbolic knot in S3. Let Fg be the free group
on g generators. Find n injections φ1, . . . , φn of Fg into the commutator subgroup of
π1(S

3 \K). We do not require that the injections have disjoint images. This can be
done using the ping-pong lemma, which says that if g, h are two hyperbolic elements
of PSL2(C) which do not commute, then for k sufficiently large, gk and hk generate
a free group. This locates a free group of rank 2 in the commutator subgroup of
π1(S

3 \K), which in turn contains a free group on g generators.

Let Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be wedge sums of g circles. Choose embeddings of Wi in S
3 \K

realizing the homomorphism φi : π1(Wi) → π1(S
3 \K). We can arrange that after

ignoring K, the image of ∪iWi in S
3 is isotopic to the standard unlinked embedding

of n wedges of g circles in S3. One way to achieve this begins with an ordering on
the ng loops in ∪iWi. Then one draws W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wn ∪K as a knot diagram in the
plane, and changes the crossings between loops so that loops earlier in the ordering
always pass above loops later in the ordering. During this procedure, we do not
change any of the crossings involving K, so we do not change the homomorphisms
φi. However, we unknot and unlink the Wi’s.

Let W i be a handlebody obtained as a tubular neighbourhood of Wi. Let B◦ =
S3 − (K ∪i W i). We claim that ∂(W i) is π1-injective in B◦. By the loop theorem,
it is enough to show that ∂(W i) is incompressible in B◦– that there is no essential
simple closed curve in the kernel of the inclusion of π1(∂(W i)) in π1(B

◦). Suppose
γ ⊂ ∂W i is such a simple closed curve. By Dehn’s lemma, γ bounds a disk D in
B◦. Since π1(W i) injects into π1(S

3 \K), γ must be null-homotopic in W i. Another
application of Dehn’s lemma gives that γ bounds an embedded disk D′ in W i.

Gluing D′ and D together along γ, we obtain an embedded sphere S ⊂ S3 \K such
that S ∩ ∂(W i) = γ. Therefore γ is a separating curve in ∂(W i). Moreover, γ is
essential in ∂W i, so S cuts W i into two pieces each with nontrivial π1. Since K
is disjoint from S, it is contained entirely in one of the connected components of
the complement of S. So the other connected component of S3 \ (K ∪ S) is a ball
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containing some piece of W i with nontrivial π1. But this contradicts the fact that
π1(W i) injects into π1(S

3 \K).

Next, we claim that B◦ has no non-peripheral essential tori. Suppose T is a non-
peripheral essential torus in B◦. Consider how T sits inside S3 \K. Since K is a
hyperbolic knot, either T bounds a solid torus in S3 \K or T is the boundary of a
tubular neighbourhood of K. In the first case, the component of S3 \K inside T has
fundamental group Z, while in the latter case the component has fundamental group
Z2. In either case, the W i’s cannot reside inside this solid torus, else they could
not be π1-injective in S3 \K. So the Wi’s live outside T . Consequently T is either
inessential or peripheral and parallel to K. One can check in a similar way that B◦

contains no essential embedded spheres. We have consequently shown that B◦ is
irreducible and atoroidal. Therefore, B◦ has a JSJ decomposition into hyperbolic
pieces. That is, there is a canonical collection of essential annuli A along which
we can cut so that the resulting manifolds are hyperbolic. Note that none of these
essential annuli touch K, since such an annulus would give rise to a free homotopy
between a curve in Wi and a peripheral curve in S3 \K, and we constructed Wi so
that such free homotopies do not exist.

Let B◦(K, 1q ) denote the result of 1
q Dehn filling along K. This is our candidate for

B, and Σi = ∂W i. For large enough q, this Dehn filling preserves the hyperbolicity of
the components of the JSJ decomposition of B◦. This is clear because K is entirely
contained in one of the components. Therefore, B◦(K, 1q ) remains atoroidal and

irreducible. We wish to show that ∂W i remains incompressible after Dehn filling
K. For each i let B◦

i = S3 − (K ∪Wi). The argument from the previous paragraph
also shows that B◦

i is irreducible and atoroidal. Although B◦ may contain essential
annuli, B◦

i is acylindrical and therefore hyperbolic. Let DB◦
i be the double of B◦

i
along Σi. Since we are gluing B◦

i to itself along a single incompressible boundary
component, the result is still hyperbolic. The resulting manifold has a Z/2 symmetry
fixing Σi. By Mostow rigidity, this symmetry is realized as an orientation reversing
isometry, ie a reflection. Therefore, Σi is totally geodesic in DB◦

i . Let DBi be
the result of doing 1

q and −1
q surgery along the two copies of K in DB◦

i for some

large q ∈ Z. For q large enough, Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem says
that the resulting manifold is hyperbolic. Moreover, the Dehn surgery respects the
Z/2 symmetry. Thus, Σi remains totally geodesic in the Dehn filling and must be
π1-injective. It follows that Σi is incompressible in B◦

i (K,
1
q ), and therefore also

incompressible in B◦(K, 1q ).

By Mayer–Vietoris, slope 1
q Dehn surgery on any knot in S3 results in an integer

homology sphere. The Wi’s have trivial linking number in S3 with each other and
with K (since φi was chosen to map into the commutator subgroup of π1(S

3 \K)),
so this remains the case after doing 1

q Dehn surgery on K. Therefore, Proposition 3

below proves that the homology of B has the desired form.
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Proposition 3. Suppose M is an integer homology 3-sphere. Let W 1, . . . ,Wn be
n disjoint genus g handlebodies embedded in M . Suppose that the linking form on
H1(W i) ⊗H1(W j) vanishes for all i ̸= j. Let X = M \ (∪iW i). Let Σ1 . . .Σn be
the genus g boundary components of X. Then H1(X,Z) ∼=

⊕n
i=1 Li, where Li is a g

dimensional subspace of H1(Σi).

Proof. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the triple M,∪iW i, X =M \ ∪iW i reads

H1(M) → H1(X)⊕H1(∪iW i) → H1(⊔iΣi) → H2(M)

We assumed that M is an integer homology 3-sphere, so H1(M) = H2(M) = 0 and
therefore the middle map is an isomorphism. So H1(X) ∼= Zng.

A similar argument shows that for each i, there is an isomorphism H1(M \W i)⊕
H1(W i) ∼= H1(Σi). By our assumption on the vanishing of the linking form, whenever
i ̸= j, each element of H1(M \ W i) restricts to zero in H1(Σj). So for each i,

H1(M \W i) is a Zg summand of H1(X). These are the summands Li that we
sought. □

4.2. Assembling the pieces. Thanks to the previous section, we have many
hyperbolic homology sums of handlebodies at our disposal. We can glue these
building blocks together to obtain closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds M .

Let B1, . . . , BN be copies of a hyperbolic homology connect sum of two genus g
handlebodies. Each of these manifolds has two boundary components homeomorphic
to Σ. Let B0 and BN+1 be hyperbolic homology genus g handlebodies.

Choose identifications between the boundaries of adjacent blocks so that the resulting
3-manifold is an integer homology sphere. To be more precise, each piece Bi looks
homologically like a connect sum of two handlebodies. Glue adjacent Bi as in a
Heegaard decomposition of S3, so that the entire manifold looks homologically like a
connect sum of copies of S3. Choose a pseudo-Anosov element φ of the Torelli group
(the subgroup of the mapping class group of the surface acting trivially on homology)
and twist all the gluing maps by φk, where k is a big number to be determined later.
Such a φ exists by [FM11].

Let Σi be the surface along which Bi−1 and Bi are glued.

Call the resulting 3-manifold M . Since we are gluing irreducible and atoroidal pieces
along incompressible surfaces of genus ≥ 2 the resulting 3-manifold is hyperbolic by
the main theorem of [Bro+16], provided we glue by a large enough power of φ.

For the purposes of getting a spectral gap, the specific construction used is not too
important. We will only use the properties below:

Proposition 4. For each i, the restriction map

H1(Bi−1 ∪Bi ∪Bi+1,R) → H1(Bi,R)
is trivial.
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Proof. The intersection between the images of the restriction maps H1(Bi−1) →
H1(Σi−1) and H

1(Bi) → H1(Σi−1) is zero, by our choice of gluing. Therefore, the
restriction map H1(Bi−1 ∪Bi) → H1(Σi−1) is zero. Similarly, the restriction map
H1(Bi ∪Bi+1) → H1(Σi) is zero. Define r and s to be the maps below.

H1(Bi−1 ∪Bi ∪Bi+1,R)
r−→ H1(Bi,R)

s−→ H1(Σi−1)⊕H1(Σi)

Since Bi is an integer homology connect sum of two handlebodies, s is injective. We
have just shown that s ◦ r = 0. So r = 0, as desired. □

Proposition 4 says that all homology in Bi is killed locally.

Proposition 5. For sufficiently large k and each 1 ≤ i ≤ N , there is a subregion
of M corresponding to Bi that is bilipschitz to a standard model independent of
i,N . For B0 and BN+1, there are subregions of M bilipschitz to standard models
independent of N . All bilipschitz constants are uniform in i,N . The subregions of
M corresponding to B0, B1, . . . , BN+1 cover all of M .

Proof. Since all our gluing identifications are twisted by some Torelli element φk (for
k large and independent of i,N), Proposition 2 ensures that our gluing satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 4. □

Note that the manifolds constructed in this section have unbounded rank and do
not converge to a tame manifold.

5. Variants of the construction

5.1. Tower of covers. The construction can be modified so that the sequence of

manifolds is a tower of covers. We will find a 2-boundary-component HHH B̃ that
double covers a manifold B that is nearly a 1-boundary-component HHH. We say
“nearly” because B will have some additional homology associated with the Z/2 cover;
the best we can do is to arrange that B will be a hyperbolic homology connect
sum of a handlebody and RP3. As in the previous section, glue two copies of B in
such a way that the resulting manifold is a homology RP3#RP3, twisting the gluing
identification by a large power of a pseudo-Anosov Torelli element φk to ensure that
the result is a hyperbolic 3-manifold. The resulting 3-manifold admits a tower a
covers by repeatedly unfolding one of the B’s. The nth manifold in the tower looks

like 2n − 1 copies of B̃ glued end to end, capped off with a copy of B at the ends.
The techniques of Theorem 1a apply equally well to show that this sequence has a
uniform coexact spectral gap.

Now let’s construct B and B̃. Let L be the link in Fig. 4. We verified that L is
hyperbolic using SnapPy. The antipodal map on S3 exchanges the two components.
This is a consequence of some simpler order 2 symmetries of the diagram. A 180◦

degree rotation of the diagram interchanges the two components. Circular inversion in
the plane (or equivalently, spherical inversion with respect to a unit sphere centred at
the middle of the diagram) sends the diagram to itself, but changes every overcrossing
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to an undercrossing. Finally, reflection in the plane of the diagram changes every
over crossing to an undercrossing. The antipodal map on S3 is the product of these
three maps, and so has the claimed behaviour.

Therefore, L descends to a null-homologous hyperbolic knot K in RP3. The linking
number between the two components of L is 0. Therefore, for any n > 0, the result of
simultaneous 1/n Dehn surgery on the two components of L is an integer homology
sphere.

As in Section 4, excise a null-homologous, π1-injective wedge sum of circles W from
RP3 \K. We also want W to be standardly embedded in RP3 when ignoring K. The
construction in Section 4 works here. Since W is embedded in RP3 in a standard
way, W is contained in a ball in RP3. So W lifts to two null-homologous wedge sums
of circles W1 and W2 in S3 \ L, and moreover W1 and W2 are contained in disjoint
balls in S3 and hence are standardly embedded in S3. Also, W1 and W2 are both
π1-injective in S3 \ L.

Now as argued in Section 4, for large enough n, 1/n Dehn surgery on L in S3 \ (W1∪
W2) results in a hyperbolic homology sum of two handlebodies. We can take this

manifold to be B̃, and take B as its quotient by the antipodal map.

Figure 4. The link L is shown in red and blue. A possibility for W1

and W2 is drawn in black.

5.2. Expander graphs. We can arrange that the sequence of manifolds also has
a spectral gap for the Laplacian acting on functions, at the cost of allowing our
manifolds to have nonzero rational first homology. This will prove Theorem 1c.
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A d-regular expander family is an infinite family of connected d-regular graphs G so
that for any G = (V,E) in G and any mean-zero function f ∈ ℓ2(V ), we have∑

v∈V
|f(v)|2 ≤ 1

c2

∑
v∈V

∣∣∣∣∣∑
v′∼v

(
f(v′)− f(v)

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

where c > 0 is a uniform constant (depending on the family).

Now fix an expander family of d-regular graphs G. Let B be a hyperbolic homology
connect sum of d handlebodies. For any G ∈ G, we can form a hyperbolic 3-manifold
M by taking a copy of B for each vertex v of G and gluing the boundary components
along edges with a large, fixed power of a suitable pseudo-Anosov mapping class.

Proposition 6. There is a uniform spectral gap for functions on the 3-manifold M ,
i.e., for any mean-zero function g ∈ L2(M) ∩ C1(M), one has∫

M
|g|2 ≲

∫
M

|dg|2 ,

where the implicit constant is independent of the particular graph G in the expander
family.

Proof. The construction of M and Theorem 4 implies that we can write M =⋃
v∈V B̃v, where each B̃v is K-bilipschitz to a standard model B. The model MM of

Theorem 4 can be written as MM =
⋃

v∈V Bv where the Bv are all isometric to B.
Now, due to the uniform K-bilipschitz property, a uniform function spectral gap for
the model MM implies one for the original M . Thus, it suffices to show a uniform
spectral gap for the model MM . Now we define a map T : L2(MM ) → ℓ2(G) by

T (g)(v) :=
1

|Bv|

∫
Bv

g

Notice that we have

∥g∥2L2(MM ) =
∑
v∈V

∫
Bv

|g|2 ≥
∑
v∈V

|Bv|
[

1

|Bv|

∫
Bv

g

]2
= |B|∥T (g)∥2ℓ2(G)

and so T is a bounded linear operator. Note also that T sends mean-zero functions
to mean-zero functions. Now we claim that for adjacent vertices v ∼ v′,

|T (g)(v′)− T (g)(v)|2 ≲
∫
Bv′∪Bv

|∇g|2. (2)

To show the claim, let ḡ := |Bv ∪Bv′ |−1
∫
Bv∪Bv′

g and note that

T (g)(v′)− T (g)(v) = T (g − ḡ)(v′)− T (g − ḡ)(v).

Thus we get

|T (g)(v′)− T (g)(v)|2 = |T (g − ḡ)(v′)− T (g − ḡ)(v)|2

≤ 2
(
T (g − ḡ)(v′)2 + T (g − ḡ)(v)2

)
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≤ 2|B|−1

∫
Bv′∪Bv

|g − ḡ|2 ≤ 2|B|−1pB

∫
Bv′∪Bv

|∇g|2,

where in the last inequality we used the Poincaré inequality on Bv′ ∪Bv, and where
pB is the constant in the Poincaré inequality which, importantly, is independent of
v, v′. Thus the claim is proved. Now let cG > 0 denote the spectral gap for G. Since
G varies in an expander family, cG is bounded below by a uniform constant. We
complete the proof by writing

∥g∥2L2(MM ) =
∑
v∈V

∫
Bv

|g|2 ≤
∑
v∈V

∫
Bv

|g − T (g)(v)|2 +
∑
v∈V

|B|T (g)(v)2

≤
∑
v∈V

pB

∫
Bv

|∇g|2 + |B|c−2
G

∑
v∈V

∣∣∣∣∣∑
v′∼v

(
T (g)(v′)− T (g)(v)

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

≲ pB∥∇g∥2L2(MM ) + |B|c−2
G pB

∑
v∈V

∑
v′∼v

∫
Bv′∪Bv

|∇g|2

≲ ∥∇g∥L2(MM ) . □

Recall that the cohomology of B takes the form L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ld, where Ld is a
Lagrangian subspace of the cohomology of the ith boundary component. Choose the
gluings so that the Lagrangian subspaces on identified boundary components are
transverse; this guarantees that the analogue of Proposition 4 holds: for each v ∈ V
the restriction map

H1 (Bv ∪
⋃

v′∼vBv′ ;R) → H1(Bv;R)
is trivial. Then by an argument analogous to the proof of Theorem 1a, we will see
that the 3-manifolds M thus constructed will have a coexact 1-form spectral gap in
addition to a function spectral gap.

6. Analytic preliminaries: finding bounded primitives

In this section, let X be a compact smooth manifold of dimension n with boundary.
All implicit constants may depend on X. The results presented here are likely
standard, but we weren’t able to find an exact reference for our applications, so we
give full details for the convenience of the reader.

Proposition 7 (Non-compactly supported case). Let α be an r-form on X which is
exact in the sense that there is a smooth (r− 1)-form on X whose exterior derivative
is α. Then there is a smooth (r− 1)-form β defined in the interior of X with dβ = α
and

∥β∥W 1,2(X) ≲ ∥α∥L2(X). (3)

From the proof one can extract other Sobolev and Hölder bounds on β of the quality
one would expect from elliptic regularity (despite the fact that d is not elliptic). We
only need an L2 → L2 bound though, so (3) is already more than enough.
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Proof. The strategy is to reduce to the case of a closed manifold by embedding X in
its double, and then to use Hodge theory. It’s rather miraculous that this works (see
the comment after the claim below).

Fix a collar neighborhood V ≃ ∂X × [0, 1) of the boundary. Let X− be a copy of
X, and let V − ⊆ X− be a copy of V , but this time identify V − ≃ ∂X × (−1, 0] by

negating the [0, 1) coordinate on V . Let X̃ = X−⊔∂XX be the double of X obtained
by gluing X−, X together along their common boundary. This is a closed smooth

manifold, where the smooth structure on V − ⊔∂X V ⊆ X̃ comes from identifying
V − ⊔∂X V ≃ ∂X × (−1, 1). Given a form η on X, let η− denote its copy on X−,

and η̃ the extension of η to X̃ given by setting η̃ = η− in IntX−. Note that even if
η is smooth, η̃ may be discontinuous on ∂X.

By assumption, there exists γ ∈ C∞(X,∧r−1T ∗X) with dγ = α.

Claim. dγ̃ = α̃ in the sense of distributions on X̃.

The miracle here is that dγ̃ does not have a singular part supported on ∂X, even
though it is discontinuous on ∂X. The reason for this is that the singular parts of dγ
and dγ− cancel each other. To be pedantic, here dγ denotes the exterior derivative

of the extension by zero of γ to X̃, and similarly for dγ−; of course the exterior
derivative on X of γ is smooth.

Proof of Claim. The statement that dγ̃ = α̃ as distributions is equivalent to the

statement that for any orientable open subset U ⊆ X̃ and any φ ∈ C∞
c (U,∧n−rT ∗U),∫

U
α̃ ∧ φ = (−1)r

∫
U
γ̃ ∧ dφ, (4)

where the integrals are computed with respect to some common choice of orientation
on U . We compute∫
U
α̃ ∧ φ =

∫
U∩X

α ∧ φ+

∫
U∩X−

α− ∧ φ

=

∫
U∩X

dγ ∧ φ+

∫
U∩X−

dγ− ∧ φ

=

∫
∂(U∩X)

γ ∧ φ+ (−1)r
∫
U∩X

γ ∧ dφ+

∫
∂(U∩X−)

γ− ∧ φ+ (−1)r
∫
U∩X−

γ− ∧ dφ.

Since U ∩X and U ∩X− both have boundary U ∩∂X, but with opposite orientations,
and γ, γ− pull back to the same form on ∂X, the boundary terms cancel. We
conclude (4). □

Let ∆ = dd∗ + d∗d be the Hodge Laplacian on X̃, defined with respect to some fixed
choice of smooth Riemannian metric. By expanding the L2 form α̃ in an eigenbasis
for ∆, we can write

α̃ = h+∆ω,
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where h, ω are r-forms, h is harmonic, and ω is orthogonal to all harmonic forms on

X̃. By elliptic regularity,

∥ω∥
W 2,2(X̃)

≲ ∥α̃∥
L2(X̃)

∼ ∥α∥L2(X). (5)

So far, we have the equations

dγ̃ = α̃ = h+ d∗dω + dd∗ω. (6)

Until now, our L2 norms have only really been defined up to constants, but from

now on let us fix the L2 inner product of forms on X̃ to be the Hodge inner product
⟨·, ·⟩ coming from our choice of metric. Then by integration by parts,

∥h∥2
L2(X̃)

= ⟨d(γ̃ − d∗ω), h⟩ − ⟨d∗dω, h⟩ = 0,

so h = 0. Therefore (6) simplifies to

dγ̃ = α̃ = d∗dω + dd∗ω.

Integrating by parts again (which is justified by approximating ω by smooth forms
in the W 2,2 norm),

∥d∗dω∥2
L2(X̃)

= ⟨d(γ̃ − d∗ω), d∗dω⟩ = 0,

so d∗dω = 0. Thus α̃ = dd∗ω.

Denote β = d∗ω|IntX . Then β is smooth, because ω is smooth in IntX by elliptic
regularity. By the conclusion of the paragraph above, dβ = α. Finally, (5) implies
the desired bound (3). □

Proposition 8 (Compactly supported case). Let α ∈ L2
c(IntX,∧rT ∗X) be the

exterior derivative of some form in C−∞
c (IntX,∧r−1T ∗X). Then there exists β ∈

L2
c(IntX,∧r−1T ∗X) such that dβ = α and

∥β∥L2(X) ≲ ∥α∥L2(X). (7)

Again, the proof could be tweaked to give better regularity for β, but we need not
bother.

Proof. Fix some choice of smooth Riemannian metric on X, normalize the L2 inner
product of forms on X to be the Hodge inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ coming from this metric,
and let d∗ be the formal adjoint of d with respect to ⟨·, ·⟩, as usual. Write α = dγ
for some distributional form γ supported in IntX. Let ℓ be the linear functional on
d∗C∞

c (IntX,∧rT ∗X) given by

ℓ(d∗φ) = ⟨d∗φ, γ⟩ = ⟨φ, α⟩. (8)

Fix an open neighborhood U of the support of γ, such that U is precompact in
Int(X), and U has smooth boundary. For each φ, the analog of Proposition 7 for
d∗ instead of d (which reduces to Proposition 7 by writing d∗ = ± ⋆ d⋆) yields a
ψ ∈ C∞(U,∧r−1T ∗U) with d∗ψ = d∗φ and

∥ψ∥L2(U) ≲U ∥d∗φ∥L2(U).
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Furthermore, if we choose U to be almost all of X, so that there is a diffeomorphism
between U and X which is close to an isometry, then we can remove the dependence
of the implicit constant on U . We now estimate

|ℓ(d∗φ)| = |⟨d∗φ, γ⟩| = |⟨d∗ψ, γ⟩| = |⟨ψ, α⟩| ≤ ∥α∥L2(X)∥ψ∥L2(U) ≲ ∥α∥L2(X)∥d∗φ∥L2(U).

Using Hahn–Banach, extend ℓ to a linear functional on C∞
c (IntX,∧r−1T ∗X) while

preserving the bound

|ℓ(η)| ≲ ∥α∥L2(X)∥η∥L2(U). (9)

This functional is represented by a distribution β ∈ C−∞(IntX,∧r−1T ∗X). It
follows from (8) that dβ = α, and from (9) we obtain (7) as well as the fact that β
is supported on the compact subset U of IntX. □

7. Proof of Theorem 1a

If dβ = α, we say that β fills α. If d∗β = α, we say that β cofills α. We usually want
to find fillings or cofillings of small norm. Recall the following characterizations of
the spectral gap:

Lemma 2. The following are equivalent for a closed 3-manifold:

(1) Every exact (resp. closed) 2-form α has a filling of norm ≤ c ∥α∥L2.

(2) Every coexact (resp. coclosed) 1-form γ has a cofilling of norm ≤ c ∥γ∥L2.

(3) ∥dγ∥L2 ≥ 1
c ∥γ∥L2 for every coexact (resp. coclosed) 1-form γ.

(4) The spectral gap for the Laplacian acting on coexact (resp. coclosed) 1-forms
is 1

c2
.

As in the previous section, ∥ · ∥L2 is the Hodge norm on forms.

Proof. (1) ⇐⇒ (2) because the Hodge star preserves norms. (3) ⇐⇒ (4)
because both are characterizations of the least nonzero singular value of d. (3) is the
variational characterization and (4) is the characterization as the smallest nonzero
eigenvalue of d∗d.

Let’s first prove (2) =⇒ (3). Suppose γ is a coexact (resp. coclosed) 1-form.
Assuming (2), we can find a cofilling β for γ with ∥β∥L2 ≤ c ∥γ∥L2 . Then

∥γ∥2L2 = ⟨γ, d∗β⟩
= ⟨dγ, β⟩
≤ ∥dγ∥L2 · ∥β∥L2

≤ ∥dγ∥L2 · c ∥γ∥L2 .

Therefore

∥dγ∥L2 ≥ 1

c
∥γ∥L2 .
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Now we prove (4) =⇒ (2). First we show how to cofill the eigenforms for the
Laplacian. If γ is a coexact (resp. coclosed) eigenform of the Laplacian of eigenvalue
λ ≥ 1/c2, then 1

λdγ is a cofilling of γ, and∥∥∥∥ 1λdγ
∥∥∥∥2
L2

=
1

λ2
⟨dγ, dγ⟩

=
1

λ2
⟨d∗dγ, γ⟩

=
1

λ
∥γ∥2L2

≤ c2 ∥γ∥2L2 .

So 1
λdγ is an efficient cofilling. Any other 1-form can be expressed as a sum of

orthogonal eigenforms, and hence may also be efficiently cofilled. □

Our strategy for proving Theorem 1a is local to global; we prove local cofilling
inequalities and deduce global cofilling inequalities. Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 below
show how to find some efficient local cofillings.

Lemma 3 (Splitting lemma). Suppose we have a Riemannian metric on Σ× (−ε, ε),
a collar neighborhood of a surface. Given an exact 2-form α on Σ× (−ε, ε), there is
an exact 2-form α′ such that α− α′ = dβ for some β of compact support, α′ = 0 on
Σ× (−ε/3, ε/3), and

∥β∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2(Σ×(−ε,ε)) and ∥α− α′∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2(Σ×(−ε,ε)),

where the implicit constants depend only on the geometry of Σ× (−ε, ε).

Proof. Applying Proposition 7 with X = Σ× [−3ε/4, 3ε/4], we can choose a 1-form
γ on Σ× (−3ε/4, 3ε/4) with dγ = α and

∥γ∥L2(Σ×(−3ε/4,3ε/4)) ≲ ∥α∥L2(Σ×(−ε,ε)) .

Choose a standard, smooth cut-off function χ : Σ× (−ε, ε) → [0, 1] such that χ ≡ 1
on Σ× (−ε/3, ε/3) and χ ≡ 0 on Σ× {t} for 2ε/3 ≤ |t| ≤ 1. Let β = χγ and

α′ = α− dβ.

Then clearly β is of compact support, and α′ = 0 on Σ × (−ε/3, ε/3). It remains
to estimate ∥β∥L2 and ∥α− α′∥L2 . The desired estimates follow easily from the L2

bound on γ in terms of α:

∥β∥L2 = ∥χγ∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2(Σ×(−ε,ε))

and ∥∥α− α′∥∥
L2 = ∥d(χγ)∥L2 ≤ ∥dχ ∧ γ∥L2 + ∥χα∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2(Σ×(−ε,ε)). □

Now we return our attention to the hyperbolic 3-manifolds M =MN from Section 4
which are built out of a sequence of blocks B0, . . . , BN+1 glued together end to end.
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Lemma 4 (Local filling inequality). For any i and any closed 2-form α supported in
the interior of Bi, there is a 1-form β supported in the interior of Bi−1 ∪Bi ∪Bi+1,
such that α = dβ and ∥β∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2. The implicit constant here is uniform in i
and N .

Proof. By Proposition 4, α vanishes in compactly supported cohomology of Bi−1 ∪
Bi ∪ Bi+1. The hyperbolic metric ghyp on Bi−1 ∪ Bi ∪ Bi+1 is K-bilipschitz to a
model metric gmodel, where K is independent of i and N , and gmodel ranges over only
finitely many metrics as i,N vary. More precisely, gmodel is independent of N , and
there are three possible choices for gmodel depending on whether Bi−1 ∪Bi ∪Bi+1 is
on the left end, in the middle, or on the right end of the manifold M . Denote the L2

norms with respect to gmodel and ghyp by ∥ · ∥model and ∥ · ∥hyp, respectively.

Apply Proposition 8 to the exact 2-form α with metric gmodel. This gives a 1-form β
supported in Bi−1 ∪Bi ∪Bi+1 with dβ = α and

∥β∥model ≲ ∥α∥model .

Since gmodel and ghyp are bilipschitz (uniformly in i,N), this is equivalent to

∥β∥hyp ≲ ∥α∥hyp . □

Proof of Theorem 1a. Let α be any exact 2-form on M . By characterization 1 in
Lemma 2, it suffices to find a primitve β for α with ∥β∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 , where here
and in the remainder of this proof, the implied constant depends only on the family
{MN}N and hence is independent of all parameters (in particular independent of
N).

For each i, let Σi be a surface separating Bi from Bi+1. By Lemma 3 applied to
tubular neighbourhoods of all of the Σi (which we can take to all be uniformly
bilipschitz to some model tubular neighborhood), there is a 1-form β1 supported in
the union of the tubular neighborhoods such that

(i) α = dβ1 pointwise in a neighbourhood of the Σi’s,

(ii) ∥β1∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 ,

(iii) ∥dβ1∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 .

As written, Lemma 3 only gives the inequalities above with norms taken in the
model metric. But since the model metric and the hyperbolic metric are uniformly
bilipschitz, these inequalities remain true with the hyperbolic metric.

Let α′ = α− dβ1. By (iii) and the triangle inequality,∥∥α′∥∥
L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 .

Observe that α′ decomposes as a sum of disjoint lumps, each of which is supported
in the interior of one of the Bi. Thus by Lemma 4, we can write α′ = dβ2 for some
1-form β2 satisfying

∥β2∥L2 ≲
∥∥α′∥∥

L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 .
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Now β = β1 + β2 is a primitive for α with

∥β∥L2 ≤ ∥β1∥L2 + ∥β2∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 ,

as desired. □

8. Spectral gap with tame limit

In this section, we will isolate the specific properties of a sequence of 3-manifolds
MN with bounded rank that will give us a spectral gap. We will also show there do
indeed exist sequences that satisfy these properties, which will prove Theorem 1d.

Let E+, E− be 3-manifolds with boundary Σ. Fix inclusions of collar neighborhoods

ι+ : Σ× [0, 1) ↪→ E+ and ι− : Σ× (−1, 0] ↪→ E−

identifying Σ×{0} ≃ ∂E±. Fix a diffeomorphism φ of Σ, and let φ̃ : Σ×R → Σ×R
denote the map

φ̃(x, t) = (φ(x), t+ 1).

Say that a family of metrics gi on a fixed manifold is commensurate if there is a
uniform constant C ≥ 1 such that C−1gi ≤ gj ≤ Cgi for all i, j.

Let (MN , gN ) be a sequence of Riemannian 3-manifolds with diffeomorphic identifi-
cations

MN ≃ E− ⊔Σ×(−N−1,−N ] Σ× (−N − 1, N + 1) ⊔Σ×[N,N+1) E
+

satisfying the properties (i),(ii) below. Here E+, E− are glued to Σ× (−N −1, N +1)
along the inclusions

ι+N : Σ× [N,N + 1)
φ̃−N

−−−→ Σ× [0, 1)
ι+−→ E+,

ι−N : Σ× (−N − 1,−N ]
φ̃N

−−→ Σ× (−1, 0]
ι−−→ E−.

(i) The metrics gN |E+ are commensurate, as are gN |E− .

(ii) There is a commensurate family of metrics gN,n on Σ× (−1, 1), ranging over
all N and all |n| ≤ N , such that

gN |Σ×(n−1,n+1) = φ̃n
∗gN,n.

These are the only geometric assumptions we need to make about the MN , but we
also need some cohomological assumptions on φ,E±, ι±. Denote V = H2

c (Σ×R) (all
cohomology groups have real coefficients). Let V ± ⊆ V be the Lagrangian subspaces

V + = Ker(V ≃ H2
c (Σ× (0, 1))

ι+∗−→ H2
c (E

+)),

V − = Ker(V ≃ H2
c (Σ× (−1, 0))

ι−∗−→ H2
c (E

−)).

Assume:

(iii) H2(E±) = 0.
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(iv) The vector space V splits as a direct sum of eigenspaces for φ̃∗ with eigenvalues
̸= ±1.

(v) V + (resp. V −) has zero intersection with the contracting (resp. expanding)
subspace of V determined by φ̃∗.

Theorem 5. Under the assumptions (i)-(v), the spectrum of the Laplacian on
coclosed 1-forms (or equivalently on closed 2-forms) on MN is uniformly bounded
below when N is sufficiently large.

For an example of a sequence of manifolds that satisfy assumptions (i)-(v), we can
let E− = E+ be hyperbolic homology genus 2 handlebodies as in Section 4, and
φ : Σ2 → Σ2 a pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism acting on the homology H1(Σ2) by
the symplectic matrix 

4 2 3 0
2 2 0 3
1 0 2 −2
0 1 −2 4


in the basis H1(Σ2;Z) = ⟨a1, a2, b1, b2⟩ where a1, a2 form a basis for Ker(H1(Σ2;Z) →
H1(E

+;Z)) and b1, b2 form a basis for Ker(H1(Σ2;Z) → H1(E
−;Z)), where these

maps are obtained by viewing Σ2 as a Heegaard surface for the manifoldM0 obtained
by gluing E+ to E− as in the standard Heegaard decomposition of S3. The manifolds
MN are obtained from M0 by composing the gluing map for the Heegaard splitting
of M0 along Σ2 with φ2N .

Now we verify the conditions (i)-(v): Recall from the discussion in Section 3.2 that
the model metric gΦ on MN ≃ E− ∪ Σ× [−N,N ] ∪ E+ is such that the restrictions
of gΦ to E−, E+ are K-bilipschitz to the respective hyperbolic metrics, and

gΦ|Σ×[−N,N ] = d(ℓt)2 + γ(ℓt) = ℓ2dt2 + γ(ℓt) ,

where γ : [−ℓN, ℓN ] → Teich(Σ) is the unit speed Teichmüller geodesic corresponding
to φ2N (so ℓ is the length of the Teichmüller geodesic corresponding to φ). Thus we
see that

gΦ|Σ×(n−1,n+1) = φn
∗gΦ|Σ×(−1,1).

So, for sufficiently large values of N , the gluing heights are large and Theorem 4
implies that the hyperbolic manifolds (MN , gN ) are uniformly K-bilipschitz to the
model manifold, and we have verified assumptions (i) and (ii).

Note that assumption (iii) is clearly verified as E± are homology handlebodies. By
Poincaré duality and our choice of basis, the matrix under consideration represents
the action of φ̃∗ on V = V +⊕V −. It has eigenvalues 3± 2

√
2, each with multiplicity

2. Now the eigenvectors of φ̃∗ split into the contracting and expanding eigenspaces
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respectively as


2

−2
√
2− 1
0
1

 ,


−2

√
2 + 1
2
1
0


 ,




2

2
√
2− 1
0
1

 ,


2
√
2 + 1
2
1
0


 .

We now can see that the assumptions (iv) and (v) are satisfied.

Thus, assuming Theorem 5 for now, the above sequence MN gives a proof of
Theorem 1d. We remark that the MN are rational homology 3-spheres with torsion
homology

H1(MN ;Z)tors = (Z/A2NZ)2,
where Ai is given by the recurrence A0 = 0, A1 = 1, Ai+1 = 6Ai−Ai−1. In particular,
we see that the torsion homology grows exponentially in N .

For the proof of Theorem 5, we will need two elementary linear algebra lemmas.

Lemma 5. Let T be a linear transformation of a finite-dimensional real vector
space W , and assume W splits as a direct sum of eigenspaces for T with eigenvalues
̸= ±1. Let W± ⊆W be subspaces whose dimensions sum to dimW , such that W+

(resp. W−) has zero intersection with the contracting (resp. expanding) subspace
of W determined by T . Then whenever k± are nonnegative integers with k+ + k−

sufficiently large,

W = T k+W+ ⊕ T−k−W−, (10)

and moreover this decomposition is uniformly transverse in k±.

By uniformly transverse, we mean that there is some ϵ > 0 so that unit tangent
vectors in the two subspaces make an angle of at least ϵ.

Proof. Denote the contracting and expanding subspaces by W cont and W exp, re-
spectively. Since W+ ∩ W cont = 0, we have dimW+ ≤ dimW exp. Similarly,
dimW− ≤ dimW cont. On the other hand, the dimensions of W± sum to dimW , so
these inequalities must be equalities. It follows from this and the zero intersection
condition that T kW+ →W exp and T−kW− →W cont as k → +∞. Thus (10) holds,
with uniform transversality, whenever both k+ and k− are sufficiently large, say
k± > K.

Now assume k+ + k− is sufficiently large depending on K, so at least one of k± is

large, say k+ without loss of generality. Then T k+W+ ≈W exp, and the error in this
approximation can be taken sufficiently small depending on K. It remains to check

(10) when k− = 1, . . . ,K. Since W− ∩W exp = 0, we have T−k−W− ∩W exp = 0

for all k−. This combined with T k+W+ ≈W exp gives (10) for k− = 1, . . . ,K, with
uniform transversality. □
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Lemma 6. Let T be a linear transformation of a finite-dimensional real vector space
W , and assume W splits as a direct sum of eigenspaces for T with eigenvalues ̸= ±1.
Let W+ ⊆W be a subspace which has zero intersection with the contracting subspace
of W determined by T . Then there is a constant c < 1, depending only on T , such
that for all w+ ∈W+ and 0 ≤ j ≤ k,

∥T jw+∥ ≲ ck−j∥T kw+∥
(here ∥ · ∥ is any fixed choice of norm on W ). The implied constant depends only on
T and W+ and || · ||; it is uniform in w+, j, k.

Proof. All norms are equivalent, so we may as well assume ∥ · ∥ comes from an
inner product which makes the eigenspaces of T orthogonal. Since W+ has zero
intersection with the contracting subspace, so does TnW+ for all n ≥ 0. Thus if
Π denotes the orthogonal projection onto the expanding subspace, then Π|TnW+ is
injective. Furthermore, the subspaces TnW+ converge to the expanding subspace,
so Π|TnW+ is “uniformly injective”: ∥Πw∥ ∼ ∥w∥ for all w ∈ TnW+, uniformly in n.
Note also that Π commutes with T . We can therefore write

∥T jw+∥ ∼ ∥ΠT jw+∥ = ∥T jΠw+∥ ≤ ck−j∥T kΠw+∥ = ck−j∥ΠT kw+∥ ∼ ck−j∥T kw+∥,

where c = |λ|−1, and λ is the eigenvalue which maximizes |λ| among those |λ| > 1. □

We can now prove Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 5. Let N be large, and let α be a closed (smooth) 2-form on MN .
By Lemma 2, it suffices to find a 1-form β with dβ = α and ∥β∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 (with
constant independent of N). We will make a series of reductions so that in the end,
we only need to manually construct L2-bounded primitives β for particularly simple
2-forms α.

Step 0. The restriction map

H2(MN ) → H2(Σ× (−N − 1, N + 1))

is the zero map.

This map can be factored as

H2(MN ) → H2(E+) → H2(Σ× (N,N + 1)) ≃ H2(Σ× (−N − 1, N + 1)),

and H2(E+) = 0 by (iii).

Step 1. Reduction to the case where

suppα ⊆ E+ ∪ E− ∪
⋃

|n|≤N

Σ× [n− 0.1, n+ 0.1]. (11)

To begin with, α is an arbitrary closed 2-form. For each −N − 1 ≤ m ≤ N , let βm
be a primitive of α|Σ×(m+0.05,m+0.95) with

∥βm∥L2(Σ×(m+0.05,m+0.95)) ≲ ∥α∥L2(Σ×(m,m+1))
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(such a βm exists by Step 0 and Proposition 7, and the constant can be taken uniform
in m because of (ii)). Let χm be a smooth cutoff supported in Σ×(m+0.05,m+0.95)
which is 1 on Σ× (m+ 0.1,m+ 0.9). Choose the χm’s to all be translates of each
other, so that they obey uniform derivative bounds. Then consider

α′ = α−
∑

−N−1≤m≤N

d(χmβm).

This is a closed 2-form satisfying the support condition (11). In addition, ∥α′∥L2 ≲
∥α∥L2 , and ∥∥∥ ∑

−N−1≤m≤N

χmβm

∥∥∥
L2

≲ ∥α∥L2 .

Thus if we can find an L2-bounded primitive for α′, then we can find an L2-bounded
primitive for α. This finishes Step 1.

Step 2. Reduction to the case where

suppα ⊆
⋃

|n|≤N

Σ× [n− 0.1, n+ 0.1]. (12)

Let α be a closed 2-form for which (11) holds. Let β± be a primitive of α|E± with
∥β±∥L2(E±) ≲ ∥α∥L2 , which exists by Proposition 7. Let χ± be a smooth cutoff which

is 0 on E∓ ∪ Σ× (−N,N), and which is 1 outside of E∓ ∪ Σ× (−N − 0.1, N + 0.1).
Consider

α′ = α− d(χ+β+)− d(χ−β−).

This is a closed 2-form satisfying (12), and we have the estimates ∥α′∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2

and ∥χ±β±∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 . Therefore finding an L2-bounded primitive for α reduces
to finding an L2-bounded primitive for α′. Step 2 is now complete.

Denote

V +
N = Ker(V ≃ H2

c (Σ× (N,N + 1))
(ι+N )∗−−−→ H2

c (E
+)),

V −
N = Ker(V ≃ H2

c (Σ× (−N − 1,−N))
(ι−N )∗−−−→ H2

c (E
−)).

Observe that

V ±
N = φ̃±N

∗ V ±. (13)

Step 3. Reduction to the case where

α = dβ +
∑

|n|≤N

(α+
n + α−

n )

with suppα±
n ⊆ Σ× (n− 0.1, n+ 0.1) and [α±

n ] ∈ V ±
N , and also

∥β∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 and ∥α±
n ∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2(Σ×(n−0.1,n+0.1)). (14)
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Let α be a closed 2-form for which (12) holds. Write

α =
∑

|n|≤N

αn with suppαn ⊆ Σ× [n− 0.1, n+ 0.1].

Fix a choice of a 2g-dimensional subspace

W ⊆ Ω2
c(Σ× (−0.1, 0.1))closed

such that the natural map W → V is an isomorphism. Let ω : V →W be the inverse
map. So given v ∈ V a cohomology class, ω(v) is a differential form representing v.
Choose a norm ∥ · ∥V on V . By (ii) and finite dimensionality,

∥v∥V ∼ ∥ω(v)∥L2 . (15)

Also, by (ii) and Poincaré duality, for any closed 2-form η supported in Σ× (−r, r)
with r = O(1),

∥[η]∥V ≲ ∥η∥L2 . (16)

Since N is large, it follows from (13), (iv), (v), and Lemma 5 that for |n| ≤ N ,

V = φ̃N−n
∗ V + ⊕ φ̃−N−n

∗ V − = φ̃−n
∗ V +

N ⊕ φ̃−n
∗ V −

N ,

and furthermore, this decomposition is uniformly transverse for all N,n. Given
v ∈ V , write v = v+ ⊕ v− for the decomposition of v according to V = V +

N ⊕ V −
N .

Then uniform transversality means that

∥φ̃−n
∗ v∥V ∼ ∥φ̃−n

∗ v+∥V + ∥φ̃−n
∗ v−∥V (17)

(uniformly in N,n). Denote an = [αn] ∈ V . Let

α±
n = φ̃n

∗ω(φ̃
−n
∗ a±n ).

This is supported in Σ× (n− 0.1, n+ 0.1). By (ii), (15), (16), and (17),

∥α±
n ∥L2 ∼ ∥φ̃−n

∗ a±n ∥V ≲ ∥φ̃−n
∗ an∥V ≲ ∥φ̃−n

∗ αn∥L2 ∼ ∥αn∥L2 .

By construction, [αn] = [α+
n ] + [α−

n ], so by Proposition 8, there is a primitive βn
for αn − α+

n − α−
n supported in Σ × (n − 0.2, n + 0.2) with ∥βn∥L2 ≲ ∥αn∥L2 (the

implied constant can be taken uniform by (ii)). So

αn = α+
n + α−

n + dβn.

Let

β =
∑

|n|≤N

βn.

Since the βn have disjoint support, ∥β∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 . We conclude that

α = dβ +
∑

|n|≤N

(α+
n + α−

n )

is of the desired form, completing Step 3.
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From now on, let α be as in the statement of Step 3. Write

α± =
∑

|n|≤N

α±
n .

By (14) and the fact that the α±
n have disjoint support for different n, we have

∥α±∥L2 ≲ ∥α∥L2 . Thus it suffices to find an L2-bounded primitive for α±. By
symmetry, it’s enough to show that we can always find an L2-bounded primitive for
α+. This follows from

Step 4. Each α+
n has a primitive β+n such that

suppβ+n ⊆ Σ× (n− 1, N + 1) ∪ E+

and

∥β+n ∥L2(Σ×(m−1,m+1)) ≲ cm−n∥α+
n ∥L2 (for all n ≤ m ≤ N), (18)

∥β+n ∥L2(E+) ≲ cN−n∥α+
n ∥L2 , (19)

where c < 1 is a constant independent of N,n,m. These estimates say that β+n is
essentially supported on Σ× (n− 1, n+ 1), with an exponentially decaying tail on
the right.

Denote a+n = [α+
n ] ∈ V +

N . Let α
+
n,n = α+

n , and for n < m ≤ N , let

α+
n,m = φ̃m

∗ ω(φ̃
−m
∗ a+n ).

This is supported in Σ× (m− 0.1,m+ 0.1). Write

α+
n = α+

n,N +
N−1∑
m=n

(α+
n,m − α+

n,m+1).

Since [α+
n,m] = [α+

n,m+1] in V , Proposition 8 produces a 1-form β+n,m supported in

Σ× (m− 1,m+ 2) such that

dβ+n,m = α+
n,m − α+

n,m+1 and ∥β+n,m∥L2 ≲ ∥α+
n,m∥L2 + ∥α+

n,m+1∥L2

(as usual, the constant here can be taken to be uniform by (ii)). Also, [α+
n,N ] ∈ V +

N ,
so

α+
n,N vanishes in H2

c (Σ× (N − 1, N + 1) ∪ E+).

Thus by Proposition 8, there is a 1-form β+n,N supported in Σ× (N − 1, N + 1) ∪E+

such that

dβ+n,N = α+
n,N and ∥β+n,N∥L2 ≲ ∥α+

n,N∥L2

(again, the constant can be taken uniform by (i),(ii)). Let

β+n =
N∑

m=n

β+n,m.

Then dβ+n = α+
n , and (18) and (19) will hold if we can show that

∥α+
n,m∥L2 ≲ cm−n∥α+

n ∥L2
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for some constant c < 1. Estimate

∥α+
n,m∥L2 ∼ ∥φ̃−m

∗ a+n ∥V

= ∥φ̃−(m−n)
∗ φ̃−n

∗ a+n ∥V

≤ ∥φ̃−(m−n)
∗ ∥φ̃−n

∗ V +
N →V ∥φ̃

−n
∗ a+n ∥V

≲ ∥φ̃−(m−n)
∗ ∥φ̃N−n

∗ V +→V ∥φ̃
−n
∗ α+

n ∥L2

∼ ∥φ̃−(m−n)
∗ ∥φ̃N−n

∗ V +→V ∥α
+
n ∥L2 .

In the third line we use that a+n ∈ V +
N . It remains to prove the operator norm bound

∥φ̃−(m−n)
∗ ∥φ̃N−n

∗ V +→V ≲ cm−n.

Equivalently, we want to show that for all v+ ∈ V +,

∥φ̃N−m
∗ v+∥V ≲ cm−n∥φ̃N−n

∗ v+∥V .

This is a direct consequence of (iv), (v), and Lemma 6. Thus Step 4 is finished, and
the theorem is proved. □

9. Proof of Theorem 2

9.1. Geometric part.

Proposition 9. Suppose a sequence of pointed closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds {(Mi, xi)}
geometrically converges in the pointed Gromov–Hausdorff topology to a tame manifold
(M∞, x∞) with at least one end. Suppose further that there is a uniform lower bound
λ0 for the bottom eigenvalue of the Laplacian on coclosed 1-forms on Mi. Then there
is a sequence of manifolds MN satisfying the hypotheses (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6
below, with bilipschitz constants uniform in N .

Proof. There exists some ϵ = ϵ(λ0) < 1 such that the injectivity radius at each point
of Mi is between ϵ and

1
ϵ . The limit manifold M∞ thus inherits the same two-sided

bounds. The upper uniform upper bound on the injectivity radius combined with
tameness implies that the ends of M∞ are degenerate. Since the injectivity radius
at each point is at least some uniform ϵ, it follows from [Min94] that each end,
parameterized as Σ× [0,∞), is K-bilipschitz to a metric gt + dt2 where gt is a family
of metrics on Σ parameterized by a unit speed geodesic in Teichmüller space, for
some K depending only on ε and the genus of Σ.

By the lower bound on the injectivity radius at any point, gt stays in the ε/(10K)-
thick part of Teichmüller space. Any two such metrics are K ′-bilipschitz for some K ′

depending only on ε and the genus of Σ. Therefore, gn satisfies conditions (i) and
(ii) from the beginning of Section 8 with bilipschitz constants depending only on K
and K ′. □
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9.2. Analytic part. Fix a large parameter N ∈ Z+ (all estimates will be uniform
in N). Let (MN , gN ) be a smooth closed Riemannian 3-manifold, and assume given
a diffeomorphic identification of an open subset of MN with Σ× (−N,N), where Σ
is a fixed surface of genus g. In addition, assume the following:

(i) For each |n| < N , there is a metric gn on Σ such that gN |Σ×(n−1,n+1) is

commensurate to the product metric gn+dt
2 on Σ× (n− 1, n+1), uniformly

for all |n| < N .

(ii) The surfaces (Σ, gn), with gn as in (i), are uniformly bilipschitz.

Here when we say “uniformly,” we mean that the commensurability and bilipschitz
constants should be thought of as being independent of n,N . We make this intuition
rigorous by stipulating that in the remainder of this section, all implicit constants
may depend on those in (i) and (ii), as well as on the genus g and on the metric g0
on Σ in (i), but never on anything else — in particular never on n,N .

The condition (ii) means that there are diffeomorphisms φn : Σ → Σ such that the
metrics φ∗

ngn are uniformly commensurate.

Theorem 6. Let (MN , gN ) as above satisfy (i) and (ii). Let 0 < λ0 ≲ 1. Suppose
the bottom eigenvalue of the Laplacian on coclosed 1-forms on MN is at least λ0.
Then there exists δ ≳ λ0 such that

#H1(MN ,Z)tors ≳ λ2g0 (1 + δ)N .

Combined with Proposition 9, Theorem 6 will prove Theorem 2.

Since 0 is never an eigenvalue, there are no nonzero harmonic 1-forms on MN , so MN

is a rational homology sphere. Thus for each |t| < N , the surface Σ× {t} separates
MN into two components, which we call M>t

N and M<t
N .

Denote Λ = H1(Σ,Z), and let

Λ+
N = Ker(Λ → H1(M

>−1
N ,Z)) and Λ−

N = Ker(Λ → H1(M
<1
N ,Z)),

where the maps are induced by Σ = Σ× {0} ↪→MN . Then

Ker(Λ → H1(MN ,Z)) = Λ+
N + Λ−

N ,

because by subdivision, any homology class which dies in MN can be written as a
sum of classes which die on the right and on the left, respectively. This means that

Λ

Λ+
N + Λ−

N

↪→ H1(MN ,Z) = H1(MN ,Z)tors,

and hence

#H1(MN ,Z)tors ≥ #
( Λ

Λ+
N + Λ−

N

)
. (20)

Our strategy to prove the theorem is to show that any nonzero element of Λ+
N + Λ−

N
is large.
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View Λ ⊆ V , where V = Λ⊗ R = H1(Σ,R). Given I ⊆ (−N,N) an open interval,
V ≃ H2

c (Σ× I,R). It will often be helpful to think of V in this way, so that elements
of V are de Rham cohomology classes and can be represented by differential forms.
Let

V +
N = Ker(V → H1(M

>−1
N ,R)) and V −

N = Ker(V → H1(M
<1
N ,R)),

so Λ±
N ⊆ Λ ∩ V ±

N . Again, it will be helpful to think of V ±
N as

V +
N = Ker(V → H2

c (M
>t
N ,R)) and V −

N = Ker(V → H2
c (M

<t
N ,R));

this holds for any |t| < N . As above, by subdivision,

Ker(V → H1(MN ,R)) = V +
N + V −

N ,

but MN is a rational homology sphere, so V +
N + V −

N = V . In fact, V = V +
N ⊕ V −

N ,

because dimV ±
N = 1

2 dimV by half-lives-half-dies. Given v ∈ V , let

v = v+N + v−N

denote the corresponding decomposition.

For each |n| < N , define a norm ∥ · ∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) on V by

∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) = inf
α

∥α∥L2(Σ×(n−1,n+1)),

where the infimum runs over all smooth closed 2-forms α with compact support in
Σ× (n− 1, n+1) which represent the class v ∈ H2

c (Σ× (n− 1, n+1),R), and the L2

norm is taken with respect to the product metric gn + dt2 from (i). If v ̸= 0, then
∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) ≠ 0 by Poincaré duality. By (i), this norm satisfies the property that
if α is a smooth closed 2-form that is admissible in the above the infimum , then

∥α∥L2(MN ) ≲ ∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1).

Conversely, given v ∈ V , there exists such an α with

∥α∥L2(MN ) ≲ ∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1).

Fix smooth functions χ± on R such that χ+ + χ− = 1, and χ+, χ− are supported in
(−1,∞) and (−∞, 1), respectively. For |n| < N , let χ±

n be the translate

χ±
n (t) = χ±(t− n).

View χ±
n as a function on Σ × (−N,N) by pulling back, and then extend χ±

n to
a function on MN in the obvious way (so that χ±

n is locally constant outside of
Σ× (n− 1, n+ 1)). It follows from (i) and (ii) that

∥dχ±
n ∥L∞(MN ) ≲ 1.

Lemma 7 (Uniform transversality of V ±
N ). For all v ∈ V and |n| < N ,

∥v±N∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) ≲ λ
−1/2
0 ∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1).
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Here λ0 is as in the statement of Theorem 6. This lemma is a quantitative form
of the statement that V = V +

N ⊕ V −
N , so the proof just amounts to making the

subdivision argument quantitative. We will only need the n = 0 case of the lemma,
but the proof is the same for all n.

Proof. Fix v and n. Let α be a 2-form representing the class

v ∈ H2
c (Σ× (n− 1, n+ 1),R),

such that

∥α∥L2(MN ) ≲ ∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1).

By assumption, MN has a spectral gap ≥ λ0 on coclosed 1-forms, which is equivalent
to a spectral gap ≥ λ0 on closed 2-forms (by duality via the Hodge star). Since α is
closed, there is thus a closed 2-form ω on MN with ∆ω = α and ∥ω∥L2 ≤ λ−1

0 ∥α∥L2 .
Let β = d∗ω. Then

dβ = dd∗ω = (dd∗ + d∗d)ω = α

because ω is closed, and

∥β∥2L2 = ⟨d∗ω, d∗ω⟩L2 = ⟨dd∗ω, ω⟩L2 = ⟨α, ω⟩L2 ≤ ∥α∥L2∥ω∥L2 ≤ λ−1
0 ∥α∥2L2 .

Let α± = d(χ±
n β). Since χ

+
n β is supported in M>n−1

N , we have [α+] ∈ V +
N . Similarly,

[α−] ∈ V −
N . In addition, α = α+ + α−, so we must have [α±] = v±N . Finally, α± is

supported in Σ× (n− 1, n+ 1), so

∥v±N∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) ≲ ∥α±∥L2(MN ) ≤ ∥χ±
n ∥L∞∥α∥L2 + ∥dχ±

n ∥L∞∥β∥L2

≲ λ
−1/2
0 ∥α∥L2 ≲ λ

−1/2
0 ∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1),

as desired. □

The next two lemmas identify contrasting behavior.

Lemma 8 (Uniform lower bound for integral classes). For all nonzero v ∈ Λ and all
|n| < N ,

∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) ≳ 1.

Lemma 9 (Exponential decay for classes in V ±
N ). There exists δ ≳ λ0 such that for

all v±N ∈ V ±
N ,

∥v+N∥Σ×(N−2,N) ≲ λ
−1/2
0 (1− δ)N∥v+N∥Σ×(−1,1)

and

∥v−N∥Σ×(−N,−N+2) ≲ λ
−1/2
0 (1− δ)N∥v−N∥Σ×(−1,1).

Before proving these lemmas, let us see how we can exploit the tension between them
to deduce Theorem 6.
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Proof of Theorem 6 assuming Lemmas 8 and 9. Let v ∈ Λ+
N + Λ−

N be nonzero. In

view of (20), we wish to show that v is large. Since v ̸= 0, one of v±N is nonzero;

assume v+N ̸= 0 without loss of generality. Then for some δ ≳ λ0,

1 ≲ ∥v+N∥Σ×(N−2,N) ≲ λ
−1/2
0 (1− δ)N∥v+N∥Σ×(−1,1) ≲ λ−1

0 (1− δ)N∥v∥Σ×(−1,1),

where these three inequalities, in order, are by Lemma 8, Lemma 9, and Lemma 7.
Consequently

∥v∥Σ×(−1,1) ≳ λ0(1 + δ)N .

Fix a norm ∥·∥ on V which makes Λ ⊆ V isometric to the standard lattice Z2g ⊆ R2g.
Since ∥·∥Σ×(−1,1) depends only on the metric g0 on Σ in (i), and we allow our implied
constants to depend both on g0 and on the genus g, we have ∥ · ∥Σ×(−1,1) ∼ ∥ · ∥.
Therefore

∥v∥ ≳ λ0(1 + δ)N .

It follows that there exists R ≳ λ0(1+ δ)
N , such that if BR denotes the ball of radius

R around the origin in (V, ∥ · ∥), then

Λ ∩BR ↪→ Λ

Λ+
N + Λ−

N

. (21)

The set Λ ∩BR has size

#(Λ ∩BR) ≳ R2g ≳ λ2g0 (1 + δ)2gN .

Equivalently (up to multiplying δ by a constant ∼ 1),

#(Λ ∩BR) ≳ λ2g0 (1 + δ)N . (22)

Combining (20), (21), and (22) yields the result. □

It remains to prove Lemmas 8 and 9.

Proof of Lemma 8. By (ii), there are bilipschitz homeomorphisms φn : Σ → Σ such
that the metrics φ∗

ngn are uniformly commensurate. Composing all the φn with φ−1
0 ,

we may assume φ0 = id. Then

∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) ∼ ∥φ∗
nv∥Σ×(−1,1).

Since v is nonzero and integral, so is φ∗
nv. Therefore

∥v∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) ≳ min
0̸=w∈Λ

∥w∥Σ×(−1,1).

The right hand side is a positive number depending only on g0, so it is ≳ 1 because
we allow implied constants to depend on g0. □

Proof of Lemma 9. The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 7, but a little
more complicated. We only prove the desired bound for v+N , as the bound for v−N is
completely symmetric.
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Fix 0 ≤ m < N − 1, and let α be a 2-form representing the class

v+N ∈ H2
c (Σ× (m− 1,m+ 1),R),

such that

∥α∥L2(MN ) ≲ ∥v+N∥Σ×(m−1,m+1).

By the same method as in the proof of Lemma 7, we can find a primitive β of α with

∥β∥L2 ≤ λ
−1/2
0 ∥α∥L2 . For m < n < N , let α+

n = d(χ+
n β). Then again by the same

reasoning as in Lemma 7, we have [α+
n ] = v+N . The construction of χ+

n depended on a

choice of smooth function χ+ on R; we may assume χ+ is supported in (12 ,∞). Then
since n > m, the supports of χ+

n and α are disjoint, so α+
n = dχ+

n ∧ β is supported
in Σ× (n− 1, n+ 1), and

∥v+N∥Σ×(n−1,n+1) ≲ ∥α+
n ∥L2 ≲ ∥β∥L2(Σ×(n−1,n+1)).

Squaring and summing in n,

N−1∑
n=m+1

∥v+N∥2Σ×(n−1,n+1) ≲ ∥β∥2L2(MN ) ≤ λ−1
0 ∥α∥2L2 ≲ λ−1

0 ∥v+N∥2Σ×(m−1,m+1).

The desired estimate now follows from the elementary lemma below. □

Lemma 10. Let C > 0, and let a0, . . . , aN be a sequence of positive real numbers
such that

N∑
n=m+1

an ≤ Cam

for all m < N . Then

aN ≤ C

(1 + C−1)N−1
a0.

Proof. Induction. □

9.3. Proof of Corollary 1. Recall that the rank of a finitely generated group is
the minimal number of generators in a generating set. The following proposition is
proven in [BS11].

Proposition 10 (Proposition 6.1 [BS11]). Assume that {Mi} is a sequence of
pairwise distinct hyperbolic 3-manifolds with inj(Mi) ≥ ε and rank(π1(Mi)) ≤ k.
Then there are points xi ∈Mi such that, up to passing to a subsequence, the pointed
manifolds (Mi, xi) converge in the pointed Gromov–Hausdorff topology to a pointed
hyperbolic 3-manifold (M∞, x∞) homeomorphic to Σ × R that has two degenerate
ends. Here, Σ is a closed, orientable surface with genus at most k.
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Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose there are infinitely many pairwise distinct hyperbolic
manifolds {Mi} with a uniform lower bound for the spectral gap for coexact 1-forms
and a uniform upper bound for rank(π1(Mi)). The uniform lower bound for the
spectral gap implies a uniform lower bound for the injectivity radius. Proposition 10
then applies and yields a pointed subsequence {Mi, xi} converging in the pointed
Gromov–Hausdorff topology to a pointed hyperbolic 3-manifold (M∞, x∞) homeo-
morphic to Σ×R. This doubly degenerate manifold also has a uniform lower bound
on its injectivity radius. For any N > 0, let iN be large enough that the radius N
ball around xiN inMiN is at Gromov–Hausdorff distance ≪ ε from the corresponding
ball in M∞. Then the subsequence MiN satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6. We
conclude that |H1(MiN )| grows without bound. □

9.4. Proof of Corollary 2. We now explain why Theorem 6 implies that the torsion
homology of a sequence of hyperbolic rational homology 3-spheres Mn with a coexact
1-form spectral gap grows exponentially in volume, assuming that there is a uniform
bound on the rank, or number of generators, of π1(Mn).

A consequence of the main theorem of [BS23, Theorem 14.4] can be stated as
follows. A closed hyperbolic 3-manifold of injectivity radius at least ϵ and rank
at most k (we denote the collection of all such manifolds by M(k, ϵ)) can be
decomposed as a union of building block manifolds glued together along product
regions homeomorphic to Σ× [0, 1]. The number of terms in this decomposition is at
most n(k), and each building block manifold has diameter and volume at most B(k, ϵ)
and is homeomorphic to a member of a finite collection of compact manifolds with
boundary depending only on k and ϵ. Moreover, they produce uniformly bilipschitz
models for every element of M(k, ϵ). The bilipschitz models here are exactly as in
Section 3.2.)

It follows that there are a uniformly bounded number of product regions in any
element of M(k, ϵ), and, using the uniformly bilipschitz models, that for some
δ = δ(k, ϵ) > 0 one of the product regions has volume at least δ times the volume of
the ambient space. Since the volume of this product region is proportional to the N
in the proof of Theorem 2, we can run the same argument to show that the torsion
homology grows exponentially in volume.

10. Questions and remarks

Question 1. 1 Does there exist a sequence of hyperbolic rational homology spheres
with a uniform spectral gap for both the Laplacian on (mean zero) functions and for
the Laplacian on coexact 1-forms?

Equivalently, the question asks if one can find an infinite family of high dimensional
spectral expanders that are hyperbolic 3-manifolds. The question is already interest-
ing when the condition of hyperbolicity is relaxed. The last author gives an example
of a sequence of Riemannian 3-manifolds with bounded geometry having uniform

1asked by Peter Sarnak
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spectral gaps for functions and 1-forms in [Zun24]. The paper [BS11] suggests that
for a sequence of rational homology spheres to have a function spectral gap, the rank
of the manifolds in the sequence must be going to infinity.

Question 2. Does there exist a sequence of arithmetic hyperbolic rational homology
3-spheres with volume going to infinity and uniform spectral gap on coexact 1-forms?

The study of the spectrum of the Laplacian on congruence manifolds has a long
history beginning with the work of A. Selberg. Bergeron–Clozel [BC05] in particular
studied the question of whether a uniform lower bound for the spectral gap of the
Laplacian acting on i-forms exists for congruence subgroups of a connected algebraic
group via representation theoretic methods giving information about the automorphic
spectrum. In our case, since SO(3, 1) does not have a discrete series, such a uniform
lower bound for congruence manifolds (or for a sequence of congruence manifolds)
cannot exist and the construction of a sequence of arithmetic manifolds satisfying
the above properties requires considering a different class of arithmetic manifolds.

One reason to expect the existence of such a sequence is the analogy between the
spectra of coexact 1-forms on hyperbolic 3-manifolds and the spinor spectra of
hyperbolic surfaces where such a sequence of arithmetic surfaces is known to exist
by forthcoming work of the second and third authors. Such a sequence must have
infinitely many 3-manifolds in the same commensurability class as otherwise the
sequence will Benjamini–Schramm converge to H3 due to the results of Fraczyk and
Raimbault (see Theorem A of [FR19]).

Question 3. If a sequence of hyperbolic rational homology spheres has uniform
spectral gap for coexact 1-forms and Benjamini–Schramm converges to a tame mani-
fold (or a distribution on tame manifolds), must |H1(Mi)tors| grow exponentially in
Vol(Mi)?

This is a strengthening of Corollary 2. Although the Benjamini–Schramm limit is
tame, the manifolds in the sequence may have fundamental groups of unbounded
rank. (See [ABM22] for a definition of Benjamini–Schramm convergence.)

Question 4. Recall the notation from Section 1.2. For i = 1, 2, 3, does BassF(Mi)

contain an interval? What is the largest point in BassF(Mi)? What about the largest
limit point?

There are already a few facts about the bass note spectra that we can glean from
our arguments. Indeed, in all our constructions, one can add a large Dehn surgery to
one of the handlebody building blocks while keeping it hyperbolic and a rational or
integer homology sphere. This guarantees that our manifolds have an arbitrarily small
upper bound on their injectivity radius. This implies, by Proposition 10 of [Lot97]
or [MP90], that the 1-form spectral gap is bounded above by an arbitrarily small
constant c. Thus we see that the non-rigid bass note spectra BassF(M1), BassF(M2),
and BassF(M3) must contain infinitely many limit points.
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